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And that would put an end to any inquiry because no one would believe
that I would deny ______________ something like that.
1.

(invent)inventing

Naturally, the British commanders hated these trees and thoroughly
enjoyed ______________ them whenever they had opportunity.
2.

(destroy)destroying

Naturally, the matter isn't to be mentioned to the guests, to avoid
______________ unnecessary concern.
3.

(arouse)arousing

For Christians to drink it was to risk ______________ into a trap set by
Satan for their souls.
4.

(fall)
falling

He kept on ______________ how the men shouldn't listen to the women.5.
(yell)

yelling

Avoid ______________ when lying down or when mentally and physically
exhausted.
6.

(read)
reading

And that she will give up ______________ the children properly, and will
abandon them?
7.

(educate)
educating

I cannot avoid ______________ to you the mortification I felt, on finding it
filled with complaints of want of communication.
8.

(express)
expressing

Take your good clothes along in your trunk, so after you get through
______________ the cheese you can dress like a gentleman.
9.

(handle)handling

So I said I would give up ______________ or ______________ publicly
about such matters, but I couldn't pretend not to believe what I did believe.
10.

(write) (speak)

writing speaking

With seven men he attacked one hundred, and escaped
______________ another scalp.
11.

(carry)carrying

And he hung to me like my shadow, and asked if he couldn't keep on
______________ in the hut, till he felt strong enough to preach.
12.

(live)living
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He wanted to keep on ______________, seeing that dear face, to hold on
longer to that weak hand.
13.

(see)
seeing

Day after day he had begged Mary to delay ______________ their
consent, though the suspense was an agony to the enthusiastic boy.
14.

(ask)
asking

I tried two shots but he still kept on ______________ the shovel.15. (wave)waving

I'm up against it for fair, and I know you fellows won't mind
______________ me a little something.
16.

(lend)lending

Their exaggerated feelings of modesty often prevent them
______________ in some charitable person.
17.

(confide)confiding

She started; but she kept on ______________ her stitches.18. (take)taking

He started as if roused from sleep, and declared that nothing should
prevent him ______________ the sacred duty which had been so long
delayed.

19.

(discharge)
discharging

She could not and would not avoid ______________ and
______________ with him, but she could avoid seeming to pursue him over
to the quarry.

20.

(walk) (talk)

walking
talking
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